
Thank you for visiting World Piano Conference 2020 Online Edition page!
WPC will open for online access on 27th June, 2020 via our access page:
http://www.wpta.info/wpc/12th

To give you more details about how the WPC 2020 will unfold:
Due to extreme time differences/zones where our presenters and 
audience may reside, we do not plan to hold live-time (real-time) 
presentations or connections via Zoom, Skype, Teams or other similar 
technologies.
Rather, we will host a fixed platform which will open on 27th June, 2020, 
and will then be permanently available to interested audience.
This platform will contain presenters’ details (bio, photo, presentation 
abstract) and link(s) to their presentation(s).
It will also contain links for audience to contact presenters, either via 
email, facebook messenger or other means.
This way, presenters will be able to interact with each others and with 
their audience, even if not in real time.

There is still time to apply to present with us!
Please contact us via email addresses:
office@wpta.info
wptawpc@gmail.com
or complete an online form at:
http://www.wpta.info/wpc/#apply-to-present

Presenters can decide which presentation format to use until June 20, 2020.
We will accept presentations in any suitable format, such as a video or an audio recording (youtube or other link), document (pdf/Word format etc.), 
PowerPoint presentation, recorded lecture or presentation, photo material/slides, or other material (please enquire).
We can also link to a material already published online.
We will do our best to accommodate all formats and requests in this complicated situation.

WPTA realizes how important to everyone is their professional reference and presence, even more during the covid-19 pandemic.
WPC online edition enables presenters to gain valuable professional reference and also gives a chance to others to observe their work.
Past WPC presenters can opt to have their previous WPC presentation replayed - this enables new audience to get acquainted with their work.
All presentations are permanently listed in the WPC catalogues.
In order to access information about the past WPCs, please visit: http://www.wpta.info/wpc
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